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Crystals & Gemstones: Agate, Leopard Skin, Tumbled #5 (1 - 2 inch grit)
 

Safe travel, astral or otherwise, protects healers from burnout, clears psychic attacks, holds unconditional love, helps to dissolve fears 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Salesprice with discount 

Sales price $5.00

Sales price without tax $5.00

Tax amount 
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Crystals & Gemstones: Agate, Leopard Skin, Tumbled #5 (1 - 2 inch grit)
 

Safe travel, astral or otherwise, protects healers from burnout, clears psychic attacks, holds unconditional
love, helps to dissolve fears... 

Suggested Chakra: Solar Plexus 

Color: Beige with red, brown or black leopard spots 

Folklore & Uses: Safe travel – physical or astral. Planning a trip or an Astral Journey? Or just doing a spell that
needs to travel safely to its recipient? For physical travel, use in a mojo with Black Tourmaline. For Astral Travel,
place on Solar Plexus while journeying. For spells, include the stone along with the rest of the ingredients or other
magickal items.

Sized: Medium - Large Tumbled Pieces. Excellent Value. Ideal for use as a Pocket Rock. Approx. Size: 1" - 2" grit

 

* As you may know, crystals can come in a variety of shapes, sizes and colors - each piece is composed of  various minerals which depending
on the pockets during the tumbling process some may be colored differently. It is truly amazing that these beautiful items come from mother
earth herself. We take great care in sizing and pricing our crystals and will work to ensure that the right crystals find their way home to you!
Sizes and coloring may vary.

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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